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Comings:

Capri

Capri is ofcially a CARD horse, having passed her trial with flying colours and firmly digging her way into classes and 

hearts. She is already a great horse for the instructors who've used her thus far and the program staf are confident 

that this dark haired beauty will quickly earn a place amongst CARD’s ”Legends”; those horses we stll talk about 

fondly years afer retrement and wish we could clone.

Capri has made firm friends in Paddock 2, where she and Scooter have become an ‘item’. If you look at her closely, 

you will see a resemblance to our Daisy; that Percheron blood showing through in the coat and markings.

Chelsea 

Chelsea joined us on trial over the summer and has been doing well in her training. We have hope that she will be a 

successor to Flurry and a help mate to Oreo and Scooter who are both kept busy in classes because of their narrow 

frames and smooth gaits!

Chelsea comes most recently from a private home but before that did some tme as a lesson horse.

She's a litle reserved and introverted but very sweet and willing. She's been integratng well into Paddock 2 where 

she's gained some confidence from pushing around the ever so-tolerant Oreo! Stay tuned to our next Newsleter to 

hear if Chelsea passes her trial period!

Jimmy & Warrior 

These two colourful boys are coming to CARD from the same home, having spent the past 14 years living and showing 

together. They've shown all over Canada and the States in Western and English classes.

With the height and bulk to their stature, we hope the2 newest trial horses may have what it takes to join the tall and 

mighty team of Colonel, Casey, and Capri in carrying some of CARD’s leggier or more adult riders. They will be joining 

us in September to begin their trial period and CARD training. Stay tuned for updates!

Going:

Redford 

Redford has driven of to join Dublin in retrement, and will also be meetng up with former friend, EZ, who lives in the 

same home. Our resident Diva had a wonderful summer at CARD where he kept Colonel company while Daisy has 

been recovering from an injury. The Equine Staf were really sad to see this smart and sassy boy leave, but are happy 

to think of him frolicking in grassy fields as he deserves.

Flurry 

Our litle spoted wonder will be retring soon. The vagaries of age are catching up with this 24 years young gelding 

and he is finding his work difficult to manage when the weather gets cold and the ground freezes. His horse trainers 

and the barn staf have babied him through several winters, but this year, we

saw his customary sparkle get a litle dimmer and had to accept that Flurry is no longer as enthused to work as he 

used to be.

Our feisty people-loving boy will be placed in a retrement home where he gets lots of spoiling and the occasional ride,

and a whole new set of people to wrap around his dainty and demanding hooves!
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